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At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the imperial authority of the Solomonic 
dynasty weakened while many regions around Lake Tana, the new center of the 
Christian Kingdom of Northern Ethiopia, were not yet subject to the emperors' rule 
and the influx of the Oromo continued. Susnayos (r. 1607-1632), Fasiladas (r. 
1632-1667), and Yohannas I (r. 1667-1682), however, furthered the subjection of the 
regions. In this paper, the author considers one of reasons these emperors were able 
to strengthen their rule by examining the functions of two important officers, the 
Baht wddddd and the Talallaq blattenoc weta. 

  The conclusion proposed is as follows: the emperors made the Baht wdddiid 
maintain order in Gojam and its surrounding provinces; added military functions to 
the Talallaq blattenoc gzueta in addition to duties as stewards to compensate for the 
absence of the Baht wddddd at court; and prevented these officers from having great 
influence on the national administration. It was one of reasons Susnayos, Fasiladas, 
and Yohannas I strengthened their rule that they lightened their military burden and 
limited the political power of these high officers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the latter half of the sixteenth century, the emperors of the Solomonic Dynasty lost 
many provinces by the influx of the Oromo. The lands immediately to the north of Lake 
Tana then became the new center of the Christian Kingdom of Northern Ethiopia instead 
of Shoa.~l~ It is well known that the conversion to the Roman Catholic faith of the Emperor 
Susnayos (r. 1607-1632), who came to the throne after the disorder at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century, led to many rebellions. He and his two successors, Fasiladas (r. 
1632-1667) and Yohannas I (r. 1667-1682), however, further subjected the regions 
around Lake Tana, while the influx of the Oromo continued. Little attention has been 

given to the reasons these emperors succeeded in strengthening their rule, although the 
revival of the Christian Kingdom in this period had a great influence on the history of 
Northern Ethiopian society from then on. 

 Significant changes in the administrative system of the Christian Kingdom took place 
after the reign of Labna Dangal (r. 1508-1540). From studies made on these changes it
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has been established that: (1) the office of Gra Baht waddad and that of Qann Baht wdddad, 
the most important offices from the mid-fifteenth century to the mid-sixteenth century, 
were abolished; (2) the number of the Baht wdddad was reduced to one during the reign of 
Sara Dangal (r. 1563-1597); (3) the office of Bt wdddad was the highest-ranking and the 
Talallaq blattenoc getd2~ was subordinate to it during the reign of Susnayos; and (4) these 
officers maintained their political importance during the reign of Iyasu I (1682-1706) 
(Guidi 1960-14: 346, 347; Huntingford 1965:102-3,105; Mend 1971: 267-74, 457-8). 

 Although the Baht waddad and the Talallaq blattenoc Beta were the principal officers 
during the reigns of Susnayos, Fasiladas, and Yohannas I, scholars have omitted some 
important points when they refer to their functions (Mend 1971: 272-4, 453-4, 457-8; 
Berry 1976: 302-8; Abir 1980: 208). The purpose of this paper is to consider one of reasons 
the above-mentioned three emperors were able to strengthen their rule, by examining the 
functions of the Bah t wdddad and the Talallaq blattenoc Beta.

2. JESUITS' REPORTS ON THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM OF 
  THE SOLOMONIC DYNASTY

The Jesuits were active in Northern Ethiopia from the latter half of the sixteenth century 
to the first half of the seventeenth century. They wrote many letters and books on 
Northern Ethiopian society from which we can obtain a good deal of valuable information. 
One of them, Manuel de Almeida, who stayed in Northern Ethiopia from 1624 to 1633,

Map 1. Northern Ethiopia in the seventeenth century
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explains the change 
5: 66-7) :

in the administrative system of the kin gdom as follows (Almeida 1969

Under the Emperor there was formerly a dignity which they called the Beteudet, that is to 
say "beloved" or "confidant" by antonomasia, and they were two who had this, one of the 
left hand, the other of the right; almost all government was in them; since the King did 
not deal with anybody, nor give audience, nor even allow himself to be seen, except by 
very few, those two Beteudetes were the ones who had everything in their hands. It is, 
however, already some years since the Emperors have revealed their face more and let 
all people see them and discuss with them; and therefore they also saw that that dignity 
was not suitable for them, since the two Beteudetes are kings and so the only thing the 
King had was the name; and they removed that office. They, however, created instead of 
it another which they call the Ras, which means head; since the one who has such a duty 
is considered as head of all great persons of the empire under the King, and being 

principal counselor and minister both of peace and of war, although he engages in the 
latter more, and ordinarily in more important battles is the supreme commander. 
Under this there is another office, which they call the Belldtinoche goita: that means 
master of servants, since it is like the Mordomo mor and it has the government and the 
control on all Viceroys, captains, Xumos, or governors and on the Azages and the Ombares, 
who are the Desembargadores and the Ouvidores of the empire. There is another one in the 

palace and the court, which they call the Tecacan Bellatinoche goita: that means master of 
minor servants, or the little Mordomo mor, who only controls ordinary pages, shield-

Fig. 1. Genealog ical Relations of the Emperors (1508-1769)
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bearers, stable-boys, all are very young and of low-class people... (My translation)

  Other Jesuits, Pero Paez and Afonso Mendes, state that "the office of Ras" and two types 
of the Blattenoc gueta, or the Talallaq blattenoc gweta and the Tagaqqan blattenoc gweta(3) were 
introduced after the two Baht waddad had been abolished (Pals 1945-61: 47-8, 50-1; Paez 
1969 2: 52, 54-5; Mendez 1969 8: 50-1). In addition, they agree on the point that Yamana 
Krastos was dismissed from "the office of Ras" and Sa`ala Krastos was nominated to it in the 
middle of the reign of Susnayos (Pail 1945-6 1: 47-8; 3: 173; Paez 1969 2: 52; 3: 407; 
Almeida 1969 6: 296; Mendez 1969 8:106) . 

  Before turning to an examination of functions of the Baht wdddad and the Talallaq 
blattenoc gweta, a few remarks should be made concerning their titles. 

  The first point to note is that there is no reference in his chronicle to the fact that 
Susnayos nominated Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala Krastos to "the office of Ras". The political 
change in which Yamana Krastos lost office and Sa`ala Krastos gained it is expressed in the 
chronicle of Susnayos as follows (Esteves Pereira 1892: 159):

He (Susnayos) dismissed him (Yamana Krastos) from office. His (Yamana Krastos's) 
office was to be the chief of his (Susnayos's) kingdom under him (Susnayos), which was 
called the Wazir in Arabic. It was called the Baht waddad in our language Amharic...He 

(Susnayos) made him (Sa`ala Krastos) the chief of all people in his kingdom instead of 
him (Yamana Krastos). (My translation)

What the passage makes clear at once is that Sa`ala Krastos was appointed to the office of 
Baht wdddad and that the Jesuits mistook the office of Baht waddad for "the office of Ras''. 
Therefore explanations by the Jesuits concerning "the office of Ras" refer to the Ba1it 
wdddad. The reason the Jesuits made this error has been strangely neglected by scholars 
(Guidi 1922: 70; Mend 1971: 453). The important point to note is that the Jesuits begun to 
describe Sa`ala Krastos as the Ras after the above-mentioned political change, which 
happened in 1617. For example, Paez referred to Sa`ala Krastos as the Viceroy of Gojam in 
letters dated 2 July 1614, 22 June 1616, and 6 July 1617; then he described Sa`ala Krastos as 
the Ras in a letter dated 16 June 1619 (Beccari 1969 11: 331, 375, 384, 407, 410). The 

Jesuits had a close relationship with Sa`ala Krastos before he assumed the office of Baht 
waddad. If Sa`ala Krastos had been called the Ras before 1617, they should have described 
him as the Ras in their letters. It is apparent that the Jesuits mistook the office of Baht 
waddad for "the office of Ras" since people began to refer to Sa`ala Krastos as the Ras after 
his appointment to the office of Baht waddad.~4~ 

  Secondly, it is important to keep in mind that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta was sometimes 
called only "Blattenoc gweta", as Almeida reports. (5) In his book, he says of Kaflo, who 

plotted against Susnayos, "He was Belatina Goita, which is like the Mordomo mor and the 
second dignity in all dignities of Ethiopia" (Almeida 1969 6: 296). When "Yona'el who was 
Blattenoc gweta za tagaggan in those days" reported that inhabitants in Guman did not pay 

gold, the Emperor sent "Blattenoc gueta Labasi" with other officers and soldiers against 
Guman, according to the chronicle of Susnayos (Esteves Pereira 1892: 135-6). It is clear 
that Kaflo and Labasi were in office as Talallaq blattenoc gweta seeing that Almeida 
commented on "Belatina Goita" as "the second dignity in all dignities of Ethiopia" and that 
Yona'el was Tagaqqan blattenoc gweta when Labasi fought against the people of Guman.

3. THE FUNCTIONS OF THE B3HT WADDAD 
  DURING THE REIGN OF SUSN1YOS

Francisco Alvares, who visited the court of the Emperor Labna Dangal (r. 1508-1540), 
observed that the Gra Baht waddad and the Qann Bait wdddad led military expeditions, 

guarded the Emperor, participated in trials, received visitors in the court, and collected 
tributes (Alvares 1889: 80, 82, 83,111,153-4,159-60) .
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  According to the chronicle of Susnayos, the Baht waddad was "the chief of the Kingdom 
under the Emperor" or "the chief of all people in the Kingdom". Almeida comments on 
"the office of Ras" as "head of all great persons of the empire under the King". Although 
these explanations show that the office of Baht waddad was the highest in rank,~° what did 
this officer do during the reign of Susnayos? 

  The Emperor appointed his half brothers, Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala Krastos, to the 
office of Baht waddad (Esteves Pereira 1892: 137, 159). Paez says that Susnayos deprived 
Atnatewos of "the office of Ras" and gave it to Yamana Krastos, and then to Sa`ala Krastos 
(Pais 1945-6 3: 173; Paez 1969 3: 407). We may say that Atnatewos was in the office of Baht 
waddad at the beginning of the reign of Susnayos since Paez mistook the office of Ba1ht 
waddad for "the office of Ras". According to the Short Chronicle, Susnayos sent "Bah t waddad 
Malka`a Krastos" to fight against Yona'el in the fifteenth year of his reign (Basset 1882: 27; 
Beguinot 1901: 45). There is, however, no account that Malka'a Krastos was appointed to 
this office in the chronicle of Susnayos and the Jesuits' reports.~7~ 

  We have only limited information on the activities of Atnatewos when he was in office as 
Baht waddad. Seeing that Luiz de Azevedo reports on him: "he has not a particular 

government" in a letter dated 30 July 1608 (Beccari 1969 11: 160), Atnatewos was 
apparently not a provincial governor. It is clear that he did not play an important role in 
the national administration at that time. ~8> 

  We should also not overlook that Paez called Yamana Krastos "the Viceroy of Begamadr" 
in his letters dated 2 July 1614 and 20 June 1615 (Beccari 196911: 319, 333, 340) and that 
Sa`ala Krastos was referred to as "the Viceroy of Gojam" by Azevedo in his letters dated 3 
July 1619 and 8 July 1620 (Beccari 1969 11: 413, 428-9, 458). It will be clear from these 
examples that Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala Krastos doubled the office of provincial governor 
and of Baht waddad.

  As Table 1 indicates, there are many references to the activities of Yamana Krastos and 
Sa`ala Krastos in the chronicle of Susnayos when they held office as Baht wdddad. Yamana 
Krastos participated in a military expedition led by the Emperor in Gojam in 1614. Then 
he looted Hasawa in Agawmadr and led a military expedition against the Oromo in Shoa 
at the Emperor's order (Esteves Pereira 1892: 147-9). Sa`ala Krastos fought against the 
Oromo in Begamadr, Bizamo, Gojam, and Shoa (Esteves Pereira 1892: 159-60, 191-5, 
216-22, 226-32, 249-53, 263) . He participated in the suppression of rebellions in Amhara, 
Begamadr, Damot, Gojam, Lasta, and Shoa (Esteves Pereira 1892: 164-70, 199-200, 253-8, 
275-8, 282-6, 303-4, 309, 314-15, 328). As Baht waddad, Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala 
Krastos principally engaged in military affairs such as military expeditions and suppression 
of rebellions. 

  Susnayos considered military affairs to be an important duty of the Baht waddad. He 
dismissed Yamana Krastos from the office of Baht waddad in 1617 when the latter refused 
to conduct a military expedition against the Oromo in Shoa (Esteves Pereira 1892: 158-9). 
When Sa`ala Krastos expressed reluctance to go to suppress the rebellion in Lasta, the 
Emperor castigated him, saying, "Why did not you go to Lasta and why did not you fight 
against the Bd`alage (the people in Lasta), though you are the Baht waddad ?" (Esteves 
Pereira 1892: 315). 

 The important point to note is that the scope of activities of Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala 
Krastos were not restricted to their each province of appointment when they were in office 
as Baht waddad. The former, who was the governor of Amhara, engaged in military affairs 
in Agawmadr, Gojam, and Shoa. As the governor of Gojam, the latter led several military 
expeditions against the Oromo beyond the Blue Nile and suppressed rebellions in Gojam 
and its surrounding provinces, although the Emperor made him the governor of 
Begamadr and ordered him to defend this province from attacks of the rebel army of Lasta 
at the end of his reign (Esteves Pereira 1892: 327). Berry states that Yamana Krastos and 
Sa`ala Krastos were provincial governors rather than Baht waddad (Berry 1976: 302). It is 
more accurate to say that they, as Baht waddad, maintained order in the southern 
provinces of the kngdom(°) while they governed their provinces of appointment.
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  Paez observed that Susnayos sometimes called the Ras for trials although the Emperor 
normally judged with three Azzaz, or judges (Pais 1945-6 1: 147; Paez 1969 2: 171). 
Almeida, as we have seen, reports that the Ras was the principal counselor and the minister 
both of peace and of war. In 1622 Susnayos ordered Sa`ala Krastos to question a monk 
whom the people in Bur and Hamasen considered to be the Patriarch of Alexandria, and 
the Emperor called Sa`ala Krastos, who was fighting against the rebel army of Walda 
Qabryal, to consult on "all matters" in 1625 (Esteves Pereira 1892: 268-70, 282-3). These 
examples reveal that Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala Krastos assisted the Emperor in non-
military affairs while they were in office as Baht wiidddd. We should notice, however, that 
the Bait waddad during the reign of Susnayos did not participate in national 
administration as frequently as the Gra Bait waddad and the Qann Baht wdddad had done. 
Paez reports that Susnayos called the Ras for trials only when he would discuss important 
matters and this officer stayed in the court although the Gra Bait wdddad and the Qann 
Bait waddad always attended trials (Pais 1945-61:147; Paez 1969 2:171) . 

  So far, we have seen that: (1) Susnayos appointed Atnatewos, Yamana Krastos, and Sa`ala 
Krastos to the office of Bait wiiddad; (2) Atnatewos was not a provincial governor when he 
held this office; (3) Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala Krastos served both as Baht waddad and as 
provincial governors; (4) they maintained order in the southern provinces although the 
latter mainly participated in military expeditions against the rebellion in Lasta at the end 
of the reign of Susnayos; (5) they did not participate in the national administration as 
frequently as the Gra B1 it waddad and the Qann Bah t waddad had done.

Table 1. Activities of the Baht wadd ad during the reign of S usnyos accord ing to h is chronicle
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 After pointing out that the Baht wadddd during the reign of Susnayos did not exercise 
the functions of the Gra Baht waddad and the Qann Baht waddad, Mend states that the 
office of Baht wddddd had become "anachronistic" by the reign of Susnayos (Mend 1971: 
453). It, however, should be concluded, from what has been said above, that the Bah t 
waddad accepted an important role, namely, to keep order in the southern provinces, 
during the reign of Susnayos.

4. THE FUNCTIONS OF THE TALALLAQ BLATTENOC GWETA 
  DURING THE REIGN OF SUSN 1 YOS

Almeida, as we have seen, observed that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta corresponded to the 
Mordomo mor, or the steward,~10~ that this officer controlled provincial governors, military 
commanders, and judges, and that the Tagaggan blattenoc gweta commanded pages in the 
court" during the reign of Susnayos. 

  Mend, however, supposes that: (1) the Talallaq blattenoc gweta mainly commanded the 
imperial squadrons; (2) he did not assist the Emperor in administrative and judicial 
matters; (3) this officer did not take over functions of the Gra Baht waddad and the Qann 
Baht wadddd; (4) there is no evidence to substantiate Almeida's statement that the Talallaq 
blattenoc gweta had great influence on the provincial governors (Mend 1971: 457-8). 

 As Mend pointed out, the Talallaq blattenoc gueta participated in military expeditions, as 
can be seen in the following quotation (Esteves Pereira 1892: 293) : 

 After he destroyed all villages of the Agaw, wicked people, the King Saltan Sagad 
  determined to return to his camp Dangaz. Arriving in the land of Qwarit, he ordered 

  the `Abiy blattenoc gueta Malka`a Krastos and the Na'us blattenoc gweta Walda Giyorgis to 
 plunder the land of the Sangalla. (My translation) 

Susnayos also sent the `Abiy blattenoc gweta Zakrastos and the Na'us blattenoc gweta Kafla 
Giyorgis to Lasta to suppress a rebellion (Esteves Pereira 1892: 299). In the chronicle of 
Susnayos, we find many references to military activities of "Blattenoc gweta" (Esteves Pereira 
1892:104,145-6,153-5,164, 204, 243). 

  There is, however, good evidence to show that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta played non-
military roles in the court. Paez states of this office: "It has great power, since it stands 
above not only all servants of the court, but also the people of the military camp, even 
though they are captains" (Pais 1945-61: 50; Paez 1969 2: 54-5). In his letter dated 26 July 
1622, Francisco Antonio de Angelis called Kaflo, who plotted against the Emperor while he 
was Talallaq blattenoc gweta, "the master of the King's camp" (Beccari 1969 11: 503). In the 
chronicle of Susnayos, we find an account that the "Blattenoc gweta Kaflo" was "the chief of 
his (Susnayos's) house" and "looked after all his (Susnayos's) possessions" (Esteves Pereira 
1892:189) . 

 The Talallaq blattenoc gweta was privileged to enter the Emperor's living room and 
bedroom (Almeida 1969 6: 298). This officer also checked the correspondence of the 
Emperors, as can be seen in the following quotation (Pais 1945-61: 50; Paez 1969 2: 55): 

 All letters for dispatch, after the secretary shows them to the Emperor, he (the Talallaq 
  blattenoc gweta) examines, and if it seems that he needs to comment on them to the 

 Emperor, he does that, and if not, he has the seal of the Emperor, which is in his 
 hand,~12~ and he sends them. (My translation) 

 Paez also reports that Susnayos called "Balatinoch Gueita" when he discussed important 
matters in trials and that he twice saw that this officer participated in trials of rebels (Pais 
1945-61:147; Paez 1969 2:171) . 

 In addition, Susnayos sometimes sent the Talallaq blattenoc gweta as a messenger (Beccari 
1969 11: 223; 12: 274, 388, 389) and he also ordered "Blattenoc gueta Malka`a Krastos" to
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arrest Quarif Sanno who had conspired with Yona'el to rebel (Esteves Pereira 1892: 243). 
  It will be clear from these examples that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta assumed not only 

military functions but also non-military ones during the reign of Susnayos. It is also 
apparent that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta was the most important officer in the court since 
he stood next to the Baht wddddd in rank and the latter did not reside in the court for most 
of the reign of Susnayos.(13) 

  From the mid-fifteenth century to the mid-sixteenth century, the Gra Bait wddddd and 
the Qdnn Bait wddddd assisted the emperors in political and military affairs as highest 
officers in the court. It was an important function of their role to organize military 
expeditions under the orders of the emperors. It seems reasonable to suppose that 
Susnayos added military functions to the Talallaq blattenoc gweta as well as their duties as 
stewards since the Bait wddddd did not reside in the court during his reign. 

  Paez comments on the Talallaq blattenoc gweta: "Even the Viceroys depend on it a lot and 
nobody is given authority nor is paid reward of lands without his advice", and other Jesuits 
also observed that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta ranked above provincial governors (Almeida 
1969 5: 67; Mendez 1969 8: 50; Lobo 1971: 354). Although Mend doubts that the Talallaq 
blattenoc gweta controlled provincial governors, it is likely that this officer had an influence 
on provincial governors using his authority as a principal aide to the emperor. 

  Paez, as we have seen, observed that Susnayos called the Talallaq blattenoc gweta for trials 
only when he wanted to discuss important matters. He and other Jesuits did not consider 
this officer to be the counselor of the Emperor. In addition, it is very rare that we meet 

political remarks by the Talallaq blattenoc gweta in the chronicles and the Jesuits' reports.(14) 
That is to say, the Talallaq blattenoc Beta did not assume the political importance of the 
Gra Bah t wddddd and the Qdnn Bah t wddddd. 

 It has been observed in this section that: (1) the Talallaq blattenoc gweta often 

participated in military activities; (2) he played non-military roles such as supervising court 
officials; (3) although the Talallaq blattenoc gweta was the most important officer in the 
court, he was no match for the Gra Bait wddddd and the Qdnn Bait wddddd in political 
importance.

5. THE BAIT WADDAD AND THE TALALLAQ BLATTENOG GWETA 
  DURING THE REIGNS OF FASILADAS AND YOHANN~S I

Susnayos won many victories over rebels, the Oromo, and other ethnic groups. His 
conversion to the Roman Catholic faith, however, led to many uprisings in the latter half 
of his reign and he could not suppress the rebellion in Lasta (Pankhurst 1984: 214-8) . It is 
well known that Prince Fasiladas remonstrated with the Emperor against his pro-Roman 
Catholic policy after a victory over the rebel army of Lasta and that Susnayos permitted the 

people to adhere to the Ethiopian Church again. 
 After the death of Susnayos, Fasiladas carried out a number of reforms in religious, 

administrative, and military affairs and he brought order to Northern Ethiopian society 
(Mend 1971: 527-48; Pankhurst 1961: 170; Crummey 2000: 75-81). 

 In this section, we will note the functions of the Baht wddddd and the Talallaq blattenoc 

gweta during the reigns of Fasiladas and his successor Yohannas I. 
 Fasiladas appointed Zakrastos to the office of B4 it wddddd in the first year of his reign 

(Basset 1882: 29; Perruchon 1897-8: 361; Beguinot 1901: 48; Dombrowski 1983: 54). There 
are some references to "Ras Walda Giyorgis" in the Short Chronicle (Basset 1882: 32, 33; 
Perruchon 1897-8: 368, 369, 371; Beguinot 1901: 52, 53; Dombrowski 1983: 58). We can 
say with fair certainty that Walda Giyorgis was called the Ras since he was appointed to the 
office of Bait wddddd. After Fasiladas imprisoned Walda Giyorgis in the thirty-third year of 
his reign, Lawis seemed to assume the office of Bait wddddd (Basset 1882: 33; Beguinot 
1901: 53; Guidi 1960-1 1: 35). 

 Almeida reports that Zakrastos was the governor of Damot at the beginning of the reign 
of Fasiladas (Almeida 1969 7: 211). Zakrastos stayed in Damot when the Emperor ordered
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provincial governors to assist him in suppressing the rebellion in Lasta in the third year of 
his reign (Basset 1882: 29; Beguinot 1901: 49). Fasiladas sent "Ras Walda Giyorgis" to fight 
against the Oromo in the twenty-first and twenty-seventh years of his reign and against the 
Gwanga in the twenty-sixth year (Basset 1882: 32; Perruchon 1897-8 5: 369; Beguinot 1901: 
52; Dombrowski 1983: 57). 

  Yohannas I appointed Malka`a Krastos to the office of Bait wddddd at the beginning of 
his reign (Guidi 1960-1 1: 10). Malka ̀ a Krastos defeated twelve bands of the Oromo that 
made incursions into Begamadr in 1668 and he was the governor of Damot in 1672 (Guidi 
1960-1 1: 9-10). 

  Let us consider the Talallaq blattenoc gweta during the reigns of Fasiladas and Yohannas I. 
We find several references to "Blatten Beta" in the chronicles and Jesuits' reports. 

  In his letter dated 20 January 1636, Francisco Rodriguez reports that Fasiladas sent 
"Belatina Goita Damo" to Samen in 1635 when the rebellious army in Lasta had raided this 

province (Beccari 1969 13: 92). The Emperor also sent "Blatten gweta Ba`ala Krastos" to 
Lasta in the sixteenth year of his reign, then sent "Blatten Beta Lawis" to Ariraba and ` Ika`a 
in the twenty-sixth year and again sent him to Amhara to fight against the Oromo in the 
twenty-seventh year (Basset 1882: 32-3; Perruchon 1897-8 5: 367, 369; Beguinot 1901: 52). 
When Prince Dawit rebelled against his father Fasiladas in the thirty-fifth year of his reign, 
"Blatten geta Malka'a Krastos" took the prince to the Emperor (Basset 1882: 33; Beguinot 
1901: 53). 

  When Fasiladas fell into a critical condition in 1667, "Blatten Beta Malka`a Krastos" stayed 
in the court. After the death of the Emperor, Malka`a Krastos made an effort to enthrone 
Yohannas I and then he arranged his coronation and exiled the sons of Fasiladas to Mt 
Waknit16~ (Guidi 1960-1 1: 4-7). In the second year of the reign of Yohannas I, "Blatten Beta 
Gabra La`ul" led a military expedition against the Sangalla (Basset 1882: 34; Perruchon 
1899:168; Beguinot 1901: 53-4). 

  There is a difference between the Baht wddddd and the Talallaq blattenoc gweta during the 
reign of Susnayos and the reigns of Fasiladas and Yohannas I. It is that brothers of 
Fasiladas and Yohannas I did not assume the office of Baht wddddd although Susnayos had 
appointed his half brothers to the office. 

  Susnayos trusted his brothers, Yamana Krastos and Sa`ala Krastos, and made them the 
Baht wddddd. The former, however, refused to conduct a military expedition against the 
Oromo in Shoa, and the latter persistently claimed many gwalt in Gojam; he was reluctant 
to go to Lasta to suppress the rebellion, according to the chronicle of Susnayos (Esteves 
Pereira 1892: 158-9, 291-2, 313-5).(17) Their disobedience was one of many problems for 
Susnayos (Paez 1969 2: 52; Pais 1945-61: 48). It is probable that Fasiladas did not appoint 
his brothers to the office of Baht wddddd, having learned from his father's experience.(l8) 
Yohannas I followed this policy and also did not make his brothers become Bait wdddad.~19~ 

  One can safely state that the functions of the Bait wddddd and the Talallaq blattenoc gweta 
during the reigns of Fasiladas and Yohannas I were almost the same as those during the 
reign of Susnayos.(20) While they were in office as Bait wddddd, Zakrastos and Malka`a 
Krastos were governors of Damot, and Walda Giyorgis and Malka`a Krastos fought against 
the Oromo and minorities in Gojam and its surrounding provinces. Although most 
activities of "Blattenoc gweta" or Talallaq blattenoc gweta that we find in the chronicles were 
military, the activities of Malka`a Krastos at the beginning of the reign of Yohannas I reveal 
that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta at that time stayed in court and assumed non-military 
functions. There is no evidence to show that the Bait wddddd and the Talallaq blattenoc 

gweta strengthened their political power during the reigns of these emperors.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Let me summarize the main points made in preceding sections. During the reigns of 
Susnayos, Fasiladas, and Yohannas I, (1) the Baht wddddd doubled as provincial governors 
and their principal task was to maintain order in the southern provinces, except for the
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beginning and end of the reign of Susnayos; (2) the Talallaq blattenoc gweta assumed 
military functions in addition to non-military ones in court as stewards; (3) these officers 
did not participate in the national administration as frequently as the Gra Baht waddad and 
the Qann Baht waddad had done. 

  From the death of the Emperor Sara Dangal to the enthronement of Susnayos, the 
power of officers and military commanders was so strong that they banished the Emperor 
Ya`gob (r. 1597-1603, 1604-1607), killed the Emperor Za Dangal (r. 1603-1604), and 
plotted to abolish royal government (Esteves Pereira 1892: 48-53; Conti Rossini 1893: 
806-7; Perruchon 1896: 356-7, 359-60; Beguinot 1901: 41-2; Dombrowski 1983: 51). After 
his enthronement, Susnayos needed to suppress many rebellions, to subjugate minorities 
around Lake Tana such as the Falasa, the Agaw, and the Sangalla, and to cope with the 
influx of the Oromo. While engaging in these military affairs, the Emperor also needed to 
reestablish imperial leadership. 

  By making the Ba1ht waddad responsible for order in the southern provinces as provincial 
governors, Susnayos lightened his military burden and he would take military action in the 
southern provinces only when he had energy to spare. To compensate the absence of the 
Baht waddad in court, the Emperor added military functions to the Talallaq blattenoc gweta 
in addition to their duties as stewards. By limiting the role of these officers in the national 
administration, the Emperor succeeded in diminishing the danger that high officers would 
unduly strengthen their own political power. 

  It is well known that Susnayos achieved several victories over rebels, minorities around 
Lake Tana, and the Oromo.~21~ Then Fasiladas and Yohannas I also obliged the Bait 
wadddd and the Talallaq blattenoc ~weta to assume the same roles as they had done during 
the reign of Susnayos. These emperors were able to subjugate minorities around Lake 
Tana,~22> although religious controversy began to undermine their authority (Mend 1971: 
549-82). 
  It should be concluded, from what has been said above, that one of reasons Susnayos, 

Fasiladas, and Yohannas I were able to strengthen their rule was that they succeeded in 
lightening their military burden and in limiting the political power of high officers. 

 At the beginning of the reign of Iyasu I (r. 1682-1706), Anastasyos was in office as Ba1ht 
wddddd (Guidi 1960-1 3: 63) and he doubled as governor of the southern provinces.(23) 
Then the Baht waddad, however, lost his role of maintaining order in the southern 
provinces,(24) and did not take it up again during the latter half of the Gondar period. In 
the late 1680's, imperial authority was reestablished, the subjugation of the regions around 
Lake Tana was almost completed, and the influx of the Oromo ceased. Iyasu I was able to 
direct his territorial concern to the lands occupied by the Oromo. These changes must 
have brought about the change in the role of the Baht waddad.
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NOTES

(1) When transliterating the Ga`az and Amharic scripts, I have followed the practice of Aethiopica: 
   International Journal of Ethiopian Studies. I, however, have used such transcriptions as Ethiopia, 
   Amhara, Gojam, Shoa, Tigre, and Tana, since these are so well known. 

(2) The Talallaq blattenoc gweta appears in the form of Blattenoc gweta za `abiyan and `Abiy blattenoc 
   gweta in the chronicle of Susnayos (Esteves Pereira 1892: 279, 293, 299). For convenience in this 

  paper I will use Talallaq blattenoc gueta. 
(3) In the chronicle of Susnayos, the Tagaggan blattenoc gweta appears in the form of Blattenoc gweta
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    za fagaggan, Blattenoc gweta za na'usan wa`alyanihu, and Na'us blattenoc gweta (Esteves Pereira 
    1892:135, 266, 293, 299) . For convenience in this paper I will use Tagagqan blattenoc gweta. 

 (4) Chapters XXII to XLV in the chronicle of Susnayos are devoted to an historical account from 
    1604 to 1617. Although Sa`ala Krastos is described "Ras Sa`ala Krastos" in these chapters, it 

    seems reasonable to suppose that he was not called the Ras in this period, seeing that the Jesuits 
    did not call him the Ras. 

 (5) As Mend pointed out (Mend 1971: 451), provincial governors also had their Blattenoc gweta 
    during the reign of Susnayos (Esteves Pereira 1892: 248-9, 318; Beccari 1969 12: 430, 431, 487, 
   491, 495;13: 98). 

 (6) In his letter to the General of Jesuits, Sa`ala Krastos called himself the Ra'asa makwanant, or the 
    chief of dignitaries (Beccari 196912:163) . Mend supposes: (1) that Sa`ala Krastos used this title 

    since it implied less dependence on the Emperor than the Bait waddad; and (2) that the 
    adoption of this title suggests not only an assertion by Susnayos's governors of the confidence 

    they had gained in their powers but also the beginning of a belief in the inviolability of their 
    dignity and prerogatives (Mend 1971: 453-4). It was, however, natural for Sa`ala Krastos to call 

    himself "the chief of dignitaries" since the Bait waddad was considered to be "the chief of all 

    people" under the Emperor at that time. I, therefore, do not share Mends opinions, which 
    exaggerate the difference in significance between the Ba11t waddad and the Ra asa makwanant. 

 (7) Malka'a Krastos assumed the office of Talallaq blattenoc gweta during the reign of Susnayos 
    (Esteves Pereira 1892: 204, 243, 278, 293, 301; Almeida 1969 6: 353, 391, 478, 488; 7:10; Beccari 

    1969 12: 274). We may say that the author of the Short Chronicle mistook this for the Bait 
   waddad. 

 (8) When Susnayos succeeded to the throne, the power of Atnatewos was so strong that the 
    Emperor feared him. Susnayos deprived Atnatewos of offices and lands little by little, and 
    eventually the Emperor removed him from "the office of Ras" (Pais 1945-6 3: 173; Paez 1969 3: 

   407) . As Mend and Abir pointed out (Mend 1971: 442; Abir 1980: 196-7), Susnayos suppressed 
    lords who had great power after the death of Sara Dangal and he also attempted to strengthen 
    his rule by giving increased responsibilities to his relatives. 

 (9) In this paper, I will use the term "the southern provinces" to refer to Amhara, Damot, Gojam, 
   Walaga, and Shoa. 

(10) On the functions of the Mordomo morin Portugal, see OrdenacoesAfonsinas 1: 335-7. 
(11) Paez reports in detail on pages in the court of Susnayos (Pais 1945-61: 50-1; Paez 1969 2: 55). 
(12) The Sahafe ta`zaz, or the secretary of the Emperor, normally looked after the seal of the 

    Emperor. The Talallaq blattenoc gweta Kaflo, however, deprived the Sahafe to zaz of care of the 
    seal in the middle of the reign of Susnayos (Esteves Pereira 1892: 190). 

(13) There is good evidence to show that the Talallaq blattenoc gweta did not double as provincial 
    governor. When the Emperor appointed Malka`a Krastos, who was in office of Talallaq blattenoc 

    gweta, to be governor of Samen, the office of Talallaq blattenoc gweta was given to Sara Krnstos 
   (Esteves Pereira 1892: 278). 

(14) According to the Jesuits, "Belatinagoita Zamariao" criticized the Roman Catholic faith in a 
    meeting at the end of the reign of Susnayos, in which princes, officers, and judges discussed its 

   merits and demerits (Mendes 1633 Ajuda: 131v; Evora: 14v; Almeida 1969 7: 167-8; Mendez 
    1969 8: 363-4). This was an important description from which we can learn the religious and 

   political opinions of the Talallaq blattenoc gweta. 
(15) Yohannas I made Malka`a Krastos "the chief under his reign, the chief of dignitaries, and the 

   chief of all people" in 1668 (Guidi 1960-1 1: 8). It seems reasonable to suppose that this 
   appointment was to the office of Bait waddad. 

(16) Fasiladas revived an institution that the male members of the royal family were exiled to a 
   mountain (Berry 1976: 98-114; Abir 1980: 207-8). 

(17) The Jesuits pointed to slanders about Sa`ala Krastos by his opponents as the reason Susnayos 
   became angry with Sa`ala Krastos (Beccari 196912: 248-52, 434-5). 

(18) Although Fasiladas made his brother Galawdewos the governor of Begamadr at the beginning 
    of his reign, their relations became so strained that the Emperor arrested and executed him 

   (Basset 1882: 31; Perruchon 1897-8: 366; Beguinot 1901: 50; Beccari 196913: 284, 292, 301-2; 
   Dombrowski 1983: 56; Donzel 1983: 423-6). 

(19) The brothers of Yohannas I, as I have mentioned before, were sent to Mt Wakni at the 
   beginning of his reign. 

(20) The author of the Hagg wa Sar`ata Mangast, or The Laws and Institutions of the Kingdom in MS 
   Bruce 92 states that "Blatten geta" strengthened its power since the Ba11t waddad became 

   accustomed to going to the province of their appointment (MS Bruce 92: lOv). This seems to
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   explain the status of the Babt wddddd and the Talallaq blattenoc gweta during the reign of 
    Fasiladas or Yohannas I. The office of Talallaq blattenoc gweta, however, was not of the highest 

    rank at that time. 
(21) Susnnyos succeeded in subjugating the Falasa who enjoyed political autonomy for a long time 

   (Quirin 1992: 83-5). 
(22) It was during the reign of Yohannas I that Agawmadr was finally incorporated into the Christian 

   Kingdom (Taddesse 1988:13-6) . 
(23) According to the Short Chronicle, Iyasu I appointed Anastasyos as the governor of Amhara in the 

   first year of his reign (Basset 1882: 35; Beguinot 1901: 55). The author of the chronicle of Iyasu 
    I, however, states that Anastasyos became the governor of Damot in this year and that he was 

   the governor of Amhara and Shoa in 1685 (Guidi 1960-13: 89). 
(24) Iyasu I gave Anastasyos the governorship of Semen in 1685 (Guidi 1960-1 3: 89). After the 

   death of Anastasyos in 1688, Fares assumed the office of Baht wdddad and was appointed as 
   governor of Begamadr and Tigre (Guidi 1960-13:123,138,165, 205, 219, 229-30). When Iyasu 

   I led military expeditions to Shoa and Innarya, Fares guarded Gondar until the Emperor 
   returned (Guidi 1960-13:197-202, 235-63).
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